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Meeting Point!   

  Are we ruled by emotions or by thoughts or emotions are 

because of our thoughts. Thoughts are generated by us! I know that many can 

have a different opinion but the point is thoughts are generated by us. The way 

we condition our thinking process is important, we are not interested in using our 

mind. We never bothered about channelizing our energy in to productive purpose 

from young childhood. We have not been taught. The reason for our negative 

thinking is because our mind got conditioned without our awareness. The same is 

true for positive thinking. 

SO WHAT TO DO NOW?  

Conscious effort with awareness to unlearn what had been learnt and relearn 

how to think and channelize your energies in being positive mental state, so that 

your thoughts are positive which lead you to better results. NLP is an amazing 

technology to accomplish this with ease. By the way if you cant run your mind 

then how you will achieve your goals? Let us think and act NOW. 
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Stay committed to your decisions but stay 

flexible to your approach Tony Robbins 

 



 

 

  

CALIBRATION  - Part 2 

Success is you performing at PEAK 

 

TECHNIQUE #3 

Positive State 

State of mind is very essential for one 
to accomplish one’s outcome. Positive 
state of mind helps you in more 
happiness, creativity and lead you to 
success. 

Positive State 

1) Become Aware this moment 
what state you are in 

2) Change your physiology. If 
you are sitting then stand, if 
standing then move. 

3) Think of a recent moment 
you were confident or happy 
and be in that moment. 

4) Remember a song that bring 
in happiness or confidence or 
both and sing it loud or hum 
within. 

5) Move your body or do some 
action that you do when you 
are happy or confident or 
both. 

6) Do step 3 – 5 together 

7) Repeat until you are totally 
immersed in the feeling of 
happiness, confidence or 
both. 

8) Keep doing the above every 
day until this becomes your 
habit. 

9) Celebrate your new HABIT of 
positivity.  

 

Calibrating is the process to check the change that had happened with a product, service, 
human behaviors etc. Calibrating is done through instruments used specifically for this 
purpose. The purpose may be changes like temperature, levels, size, shapes or consistency. 
A thermometer can be used to calibrate the temperature, stethoscope to know the 
heartbeat, air passage in lungs etc. By using these instruments or gadgets we know the 
current status and we compare with the set criteria to know the difference so that we can 
proceed further to take action. 

For instance using thermometer to record the temperature of body. This is compared with 
the standard temperature. Let’s say my temp is 100 degrees. This is above the normal 
which is 98 degree. So  this means there is  high body temperature which is termed as 
fever. By this one can decide to go ahead with required treatment to bring it back to 
normal. 
 
We know about calibrating the physical, material and environment around an individual or 
groups to help us understand better about the context and about oneself. The behaviors 
are the next level for us to know about what is happening inside a person at a moment in 
time.  
 
In sales the salespersons need to know the micro and macro behaviors to understand what 
is going on inside the client’s mind so they can articulate communication to close the sale. 
Many salespersons have spoken about various closings according to the verbal /nonverbal 
expressions from a client. 

With NLP framework all these sales closings can be used to understand the client 
experience .The set of verbal and nonverbal behaviors are like quick-fix methods, which 
may work for certain personalities and not for others. This creates a stimulus and response 
database for them based on their personal experience. 

NLP framework of understanding the representational system from the predicates the 
client uses as well as their eye movements along with their gestures can help the 
salesperson to understand the client experience. 

Sales is all about  the client’s experiences within themselves. More precisely how the client 
sees, hears and feels inside them. This is important to decide on the product or service they 
want to buy. 

Imagine if you could understand that MAP of your client. The map here is the model of the 
world the client has with its haves and have nots, The pros and cons of the product 
/service. It is all about the drive and motivation within them and the way they find it useful 
so they can use the product or service in a new way. When you understand the other 
person's map you understand about their experiences, this is beyond understanding the 
need. You start seeing what the client is seeing and you can help him see the other 
perspective as well. You can hear what your client is hearing and you help them hear the 
new music that you want them to hear. You can feel what your client is feeling and you can 
make them feel all the new feelings that you want them to experience. For this to happen 
you need to develop resonance with your client. There is no urgency at all in this approach 
of selling. Here you are with  the client and when you do this the client will start seeing, 
hearing and feeling what you want them to. This results in trust and helps them to decide. 
They feel a sense of ownership of their decision and will carry this feeling for a long time. 

C.J.Jeyachander – NLP Master Trainer, Facilitator, ICF Accredited Coach – Life, Business & 

Leadership, OD Consultant, info@basixinc.org 

 

 



 

  

  

LEARNING LADDER  

Intersection of MINDS makes 
the difference… 

 

PHYSICAL WELLBEING 

Body and Mind is connected. The 
neuroscience studies have been 
validating what yogic science had been 
practicing for thousands of years. NLP is 
a practical tool to use both body and 
mind to achieve the result. 

Performance is the key and for one to 
perform strong body and sound mind is 
essential. Doing yoga everyday helps to 
condition and recondition both our 
mind and body. 

“Yoga chitta vrutti Nirodhaha” – 
Patanjali in his Yoga Sutras says that 
Yoga eliminates all the speculations of 
mind and brings it in to balance. He 
never said any kind of movement or 
action. He was specific. 

Yoga is not only posture but is of eight 
limbs. They are Yama, Niyama, Asana, 
Pranayama, Pratyahara, Dharana, 
Dyana and Samadhi. 

When you start doing asanas then you 
will encounter your mind and its 
resistance as well as enthusiasm to do. 
What is important is keep doing 
CONSISTANTLY. 

When you start doing it, you will 
become aware of what is happening in 
your body and mind and the 
connection between them. This 
awareness will help you handle mind 
and life better. 

 

. 

 
Q: Enim neo velit adsum 
odio, multo, in commoveo 

 

According to NLP framework,  Learning Ladder is our process of  learning anything. 

The learning curve is different and unique for each one of us. Usually we think that 

the learning curve of others is similar to ours ,so we start seeing, hearing and 

feeling from that point of view. 

When I started learning NLP everything was new for me. Calibration, eye cues, 

sensory acuity, modalities, sub modalities, filters, frames etc. I am sure that as you 

read this, if you are familiar then it would sound good, else it would have been 

alien, something Greek and Latin. My experience was also the same. Initially 

everything NLP was alien. Then I realized that anything that is unknown creates 

unfamiliarity in me. I get into a discomfort zone. All those things that are familiar 

put me into a comfort zone. 

Learning is a process to move ourselves from unknown to the known. When I apply 

the above learning it is moving ourselves from discomfort to comfort zones. 

The learning can be of subjects like math, English, science, engineering, medicine, 

psychology etc.  or skills like selling, customer handling, interviewing, managerial, 

coaching, training, speaking, presentation etc. or behaviors like communication, 

assertiveness, project  management and planning, assessments, social etiquettes  

etc. As one understands that one moves from unknown to known their 

complexities become simple. 

When you understand this movement then you can shift yourself smoothly with 

little or no struggle with NLP models and techniques.  

One can get stuck in the process. We discover resistance within self or feel bored 

and don't want to go through or get along. We get distracted and  focus on 

entertainment  rather than  finishing the work at hand, giving excuses, delaying 

things indefinitely, avoiding, giving reasons, blaming and more of these kinds of 

behaviors  are displayed by ones who are very much in their comfort zone that is 

familiar and don't want to explore the unknown. 



  

This world is for people who can shift themselves from unknown to known . Make yourself comfortable with the new 

priceless environment and perform. Any change process has this inbuilt into it.  

 Look into your life at this moment and write down answers for these questions. 

 What is the challenging situation I am going through? 

 What is familiar in this? 

 What am I not familiar with? 

 What is my feeling? 

 How can I shift my unknown to known? 

 What support do I need? 

Have your goals set and defined. Chunk these down and see how you can learn by yourself and learn from others. 

Mentoring is an option as that will keep you moving from one point to the next  with  suggestions. Coaching helps you to 

have insights of what is specifically stopping or pulling you down and how you can shift from within. 

Anything that you have learnt till date falls under the above process. You may not be aware of that . With learning your 

awareness will ease all your feelings and make you feel happy. That helps you to shift for accomplishing your goals easily. 

C.J.Jeyachander – NLP Master Trainer, Facilitator, ICF Accredited Coach – Life, Business & Leadership, OD Consultant, 

info@basixinc.org 

 

 

 

 



  

CONTENT and CONTEXT 

There was this young couple who lived just close to the jungle. One day a mongoose baby lost its way and came into 

their home. She loved the little one and started to care for it. The bonding between the woman and mongoose was so 

strong, even her husband could not stop her from having the mongoose as their pet.  

The villagers warned them every now and then, about the natural behavior of the mongoose. The couple on the other 

hand were very happy with his company.  

Years passed, the woman gave birth to a beautiful boy baby. They lived a content life with the baby and mongoose.  

One day, while the man had gone to work and the baby was sleeping, the woman left home to fetch a pail of water, 

leaving the baby under the care of mongoose.  

On her way back, a villager again warned her of the natural behavior of mongoose. She avoided and continued her 

journey back. Again, another person warned her and then another. Her mind set into the fear mode, her head was 

hurting, her breath was shallow but her heart said "Mongoose is your friend, he would do no harm to the baby". She 

walked with these confused statements running in her.  

As she reached home, she saw the mongoose’s face all smeared with blood, standing at the door. She at once took out a 

boulder and smashed his head with all force thinking he killed the baby. She then barged into the house for the baby.  

The baby was playing in his cradle and close to him was a dead snake. It then flashed to her that the mongoose had 

killed the snake.  

She cried her heart out but the consequences of her act could not be reversed.  

What we presume based on what we hear or see may differ based on content and context, we need to always analyze 

the situation before we act/react. 

We always think and act according to the content or the context. The same content may not be suitable for different 

context and similarly for the same context, different content have to be adopted. This again varies with personalities, 

with different perceptual strategy.  

What we communicate may not be the same as what the receiver may presume. The content of what we convey based 

on the context may be a different content received based on their context. This is because, each of us have our own 

boundaries- mentally and emotionally. Based on the context of the our mental and emotional self, we communicate and 

receive. It is said the " Communication is the response that you receive". It is the way we receive the response is what 

the way the receiver has presumed / understood. Knowing the response you have to communicate the way you want 

them to respond. The change in communication is based on the content and context. This is from the communicator’s 

part of it.  

It is not the way we communicate or receive is important but the way we act/ react to it more important.  Before act/ 

react we need to thoroughly analyse using all the resources which is available within or around.  

This will help us to address the content and context of our lives more appropriately than the flash of reactions. This way 

of approach to understand the core and inner content and context will help us to build, maintain and strengthen our 

relationship...  

Address your content and context of communication.... Live your life as you want it....  

Anuradha Jeyachander – Certified Hypnobirthing Practitioner, Clinical Hypnotherapy Level 1 Trainer, NLP Master 

Practitioner, Co –Founder BASIX Centre for Human Excellence. 

Anuradha Jeyachander  



 

 

  

 

The Nest…. A nurturing Journey! 

In September’13, I met a guy in a Coaching certification program and all I knew about him was that, He is a NLP Master 

Trainer. Being a buddy coach I got to know him as Man who lives by his values. 

One fine day, I got to know my search for a Hypnotherapy trainer is over as this very buddy coach of mine is a 

Hypnotherapy trainer as well.. I started realizing that Dr. C J Jeyachander aka Dr. Jey, the buddy coach I am talking about 

is in the field of creating therapists and NLPiers for more than 18years! Apart from in corporate consulting and training, 

he had been contributing in a large way for society on pro bono, reaching out to smallest villages of southern part of India 

and travelling across India as well through JCI. 

In one of the conversations, he casually mentioned that he would like to do a Clinical Hypnotherapy Diploma program in 

Pune and I too started lazily wondering that as a NLPier myself (I had always travelled outside Pune to take my trainings!), 

how great it would be to not travel anywhere outside Pune and learn hypnotherapy in my own city and learn from a 

person who appears to have thorough knowledge and experience! 

It might have started as a lazy thought, but it took turn and became a transformational journey for many including me! 

Exactly a year ago, on this day, Basix Center for Human Exellence did Clinical Hypnotherapy level 1 in Pune. Group of 8 

people, who believed in me came or got recommended for this program. And Pune was blessed with amazing, 

knowledgably experienced Trainer. 

Little did we know that day, yet Dr. Jey had envisioned a group of passionate Therapists would come together and have a 

community to support each other and make themselves ready to serve the society. And on the last of workshop ie on 2nd 

October 2016, he shared another vision of creating a space, a facility where people can get nurtured, get a lifelong 

support, he said let’s make such place available. To me it was a little too fast but not for him. 

What started with I, became WE in no time!  

And I understood the power of WE, as I got to know the spiritual side of Dr. Jey. His visions, his passion to offer himself to 

help enrich his students gave me a glimpse of his spiritual living, yet when he shared about another transformational 

program he had created called Hypno Mind Power (HMP), I got to know that I am not alone in Pune wanting to learn 

more and get more from him. All 8 came together and HMP happened. HMP gave us a tool to manifest and transform our 

lives through Sadhana that brought us together. Here in HMP Dr. Jey started blessing a Centre in Pune and with blessing 

from each HMPiens, a place came into existence… The Nest! It took mere 3 months to bring an intention into reality! 

The Nest is an example of the power of HMP! 

The Nest, a place… a flat became an Ashram, vibrating with meditative energy of every HMPian. 

Each student contributed in making this space, be it furniture, kitchen utilities, to audio visual aids! 

This place belongs to every student of BASIX. Every Sunday morning vibrates with energy of Theta mediation done 

together at the Nest by HMPian’s. Discussions on learning’s and Practice of programs taught here. Counseling and 

therapy is offered. 



  

 

And now comes the time for me to share with you all the list of programs done here! 

1. Clinical Hypnotherapy Diploma Level 1, 2 & 3.  

2. Hypno Mind Power Level 1 & 2. 

3. Spiritual Past Life Regression  

4. Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) 

5. Coaching Certification – To become ICF accredited Coach 

 

What makes The Nest special, is its nurturing environment, the belongingness everyone feels towards it and passion with 

which people come together to learn, share and enhance their knowledge and practice. 

Every time I am in the Nest, I keep hearing in me whenever I have this question of how will it happen, a voice of Dr. Jey 

saying, “All will happen Gayatri.. All will happen!” and it does! All I need to do is let the people know that there is this 

place, there is Dr. Jey and this is what He, The Nest - an arm of Basix Center for Human Excellence has to offer. And all 

happens.. 

Well behind all these happenings and with it, is another beautiful soul; highly intellectual, strong in her values and 

support in philosophy of what BASIX stands for and that is Anuradha Jeyachander. Anuradha is a founder Director of 

BASIX, Certified Trainer for Hypnotherapy, and NLPier, Past Life regression therapist, humble practitioner of HMP and one 

of the very few acknowledged practitioner of HypnoBirthing.  

BASIX has been spreading its wings because of constant efforts of these 2 Angels! 

The Nest – Basix Center for Human Excellence is what it is with their magic touch! 

We welcome you all..come join us! 

Love & Blessings! 

Gayatri Kulkarni 

{29th September 2017} 

 

Gayatri Kulkarni – NLP Master Practitioner / Coach Life & Executive / Spiritual Practitioner 

 

 

 

 



  

NLP EXPERIENCE_ROSHIN 

NLP is an amazing technique involving the systematic study of human performance. It helps people from all walks of life 

in understanding human behaviors and performances. How effectively one understands NLP depends, on how one is able 

to effectively transform one’s own personal life. Which eventually  leads to massive  transformations to self and the 

strength to transform others.  

NLP has helped me personally with identifying my pattern of thoughts and how to change my actions to achieve my 

desired outcome. It has helped me to chunk down my business strategies and find what is holding me back. I am better 

prepared on how to speak to my clients and prospects and help me to speak the other’s language (effective rapport).   

I am more aware about the intentions of the people I speak to, through eye cues and meta model questioning. Effective 

rapport helps one with personal relations, clients and society interactions. There have been instances where I was able to 

have effective conversation with people who are perceived to be tough to interact with. As I learn more and implement 

more from the learning’s of NLP I am getting more confident with my goals.  

NLP is highly recommendable to any one from all walks of life and to get well trained and mentored from Basix is a 

privilege. 

Roshin Verghese – NLP Practitioner, Master Hypnotist, HMP Practitioner 



 

 

  

Oh  Yeah,   I  don’t worry 
 
“I don’t worry over simple things”, “I don’t worry most of the times”. 
  Many of us keep making these kinds of statements very often.     
 
Will the bus reach office on time? 
I have to file my IT returns by the end of this month. 
My child is not well.  Don’t know when he will recover.   
I have to reduce my weight. 
My train ticket is waitlisted, will it get confirmed? 
My maid has not come today.  Will she come at least tomorrow? 
Will it rain today also? 
Are we not making these kinds of statements very regularly? 
 
These statements look very harmless but they are very dangerous. All these kinds of statements or thoughts originate 
from   an emotion called “Worry”.     
Initially we may argue,” No these are simple statements, I am not worried. May be I am just a little concerned”.      
Worry is there is to protect us. If we accept that we are worried we can work on it. If we ignore that we are worrying 
about something, it affects our progress. 
Most of us make the mistake of   brushing it aside that I am not very worried, may be a little; I know how to handle it. 
 
“Will the bus reach the office on time”   Somewhere in the past, we had the experience that the bus had reached office 
late.  So now we doubt that it may or may not reach on time.  The moment doubt creeps into the mind, worry follows it.   
 
Worrying does not need to be sitting and crying all the time.  It can also be just a thought (especially when the state of 
mind is not optimistic) about something not happening,   
 
 
The other day, I returned home and opened the gate to put the scooter.  As I was standing near the door, the house was 
very silent.  It was an unusual scene. I  was used to  hearing  barking sounds  when the  gate  opened and impatient  
scratching of the  door by our  pet  dog “Pogo”. 
When I entered home, I saw him on the chair just wagging his tail.  He didn’t even come down. The last few days he had 
become very quiet, just eat and sleep.    
Had he become lazy? 
No…. 
He was not keeping well. He was suffering from one of the demodicosis attack. It was usual for him to get such attacks 
and he usually recovered soon. This time, it had been very severe for more than a month. 
 
What is this demodicosis? 
 It is a skin infection caused by parasitic mites. It is passed from its mother at birth.   After biting the skin, these mites hide 
under the hair follicle.   At least if they are outside and visible, we can fight them directly, what to do with these mites 
who hide inside hair follicles. 
What kind of damage do these bites cause?  Irritation, inflammation, hair loss leading to secondary infection and severe 
pain. Such attacks won’t occur if his immune system is good.  He has been given home cooked food and taken care of 
well.  Beyond that, we could not do much directly to boost his immunity. 
So, the traditional allopathic treatment was going on.  Few rounds of Antibiotic medicine - little improvement. He was 
developing resistance to it.  External medicinal bath started- very sensitive insecticide used during the bath - only some 
improvement.   
Allopathic treatment stopped - home remedy started - Neem oil, coconut oil, aromatherapy were all tried at home. If 
there was healing at one spot, there would be new eruptions at other spots. Few of the wounds had started getting 
secondary infection. With all these, from an active jumping dog, he had become a silent, sleepy dog. 
Healing and Prayers were going on all these days. 
 



  

Am I worried? I was getting  lost in all these time consuming  activities and did not even  have time to think  that I was 
worried and  also getting  frustrated that  he  had to become healthy before my upcoming out of station trip. 
 
So, one day I  spoke to Anuradha madam and  she  pointed out  I  need to do EFT for  my “worry that  my dog is not 
recovering fully”  and  have  positive affirmation that “He is  healthy and  strong”  
Also I  was  pointed out that  collective consciousness cannot  take my  conditional  expectation that he has  to become 
healthy within certain  time  frame. 
 
All  the  efforts,  prayers,  healings were  getting  cancelled  out by  my  worry that   his disease is not going away.  I  was 
lost in trying many therapeutic techniques on my dog, I was  not even  I aware my “little worry” was causing so much  
negative impact and I needed to do  EFT  for that. 
These thoughts  “ What more  should  I  do   and  will he become alright before  I  leave  for  my trip”  kept  coming.   I  
even  wondered  will I  be  able to  stop  such  thoughts and  even   tried  to  justify that it is  natural  to  get  such 
thoughts  because I  am  concerned  about  his  health. 
 
Here lies the danger of “concern” getting converted to “worry”. 
 
After the  awareness that  my  “worry”  had  to be removed, I  started  doing EFT, few rounds and few days it  continued. 
Then the magic happened. New eruptions stopped. I continued home remedies and healing.     Some of the secondary 
infections   were painful to him.    So I took him to the doctor again.  Now the antibiotic for the secondary infection 
started.  All his wounds were healing fast.  He is now active, playing around and an alert pet dog again. 
 
Since the  beginning,  he  refused to take  tablets even  if  it was  given along with egg (which  he  liked the most) and  we  
were  wondering  about his 20 tablets for  10 days. Here again the divine had blessed him, he took the tablets along with 
his food with egg. That was really surprising and wonderful. 
 
I had learnt a huge lesson. Small worry or big worry, this negative emotion “worry” needs to  be  balanced out  through  
EFT immediately. Otherwise it will slow down the healing or the manifestation of our desires. 
 
Sakunthala – Director BASIX Equi Brain Kidz (Vidyaranyapura), NLP Master Practitioner, Advance Hypnotist, HMPian. 
 

 



 

  
 

THE ONLY CONSTANT IN YOUR LIFE IS YOU 

An old friend called from across three decades. This triggered a reverie. Smoothly slipping back into memories I vaguely 

crossed across numerous events. Timelines of happenings dotting a life which otherwise seemed bland. Those timelines 

were crowded with people and faces and attitudes. Constantly moving. Consistently replacing each other .  

It set me thinking. We talk about friendships and relationships and bondings of a lifetime and being together. I started 

sifting through the faces. Some stayed short, some stayed long. Some didn’t even turn around to see and some were 

clingy. 

I looked closely and there was one constant in this motion picture. A constant figure as if in a time lapse video. It was me. 

Changing clothes and hairdos and backgrounds and company and expressions. I was everywhere. I try to take a look back 

and try to measure how I have treated this constant. Did I pay attention to what I was saying, feeling, doing or needed? 

Did I treat myself well?  

So what do we do with the constant? 

The constant becomes routine, mundane, just another bloke in the background. 

Let’s give a self-appreciation intervention to this constant. This intervention helps you to gain the appreciation for 

yourself that others have for you. Why others. Because we always look at a mirror or a photograph to check out 

ourselves. 

 Identify someone who loves you. 

 Now imagine you are writing your autobiography.  

 Place your awareness inside this person. See yourself through this persons  eyes of love and appreciation, listen 

to her words, be with her feelings.  

 Write the qualities and aspects of yourself when you saw yourself through the eyes of love and appreciation. 

 Use this appreciation whenever you feel short of yourself. Replenish and refresh and you will be good as new. 

We need to do that. We are the only constant in our own lives. Totally loyal. Always present. Even when we don’t want 

ourselves around, we are there. Love your constant. This constant might not be consistent. Sometimes happy or sad or 

belligerent or admiring. But always there. Advising, pushing, holding, hurting or loving but always there. 

The only constant in your life is…..YOU. 

Narinder Kaur – Life Skills Trainer, Author, Speaker, Language Specialist, Co Editor NLP India Today 

 

 



  

 

Storytelling made interesting with NLP- Praphulla Chaudhari 
 

 

 

Have you ever happened to go in flow with someone’s story? You might have found it very own and saw, felt it. 

 Yes this is the secret of Storytelling and you can easily achieve it with NLP Techniques.  

There are a lots of benefits to better storytelling. 

 Promote a feeling of well-being and relaxation 

 Increase listener's willingness to communicate thoughts and feelings 

 Encourage active participation 

 Increase verbal proficiency 

 Encourage use of imagination and creativity 

 Encourage cooperation between listeners 

 Enhance listening skills 

In general we fail to present our story because 

 We can’t make listener visualize it 

 We don’t use audio enhancements (dialogues, sound, notifications) 

 We don’t describe it to be felt by the listener 

 We fail to take appropriate pauses, ask questions, take inputs 

So to solve these issues NLP techniques can help and develop storytelling in a very easy and efficient way. 

NLP works on below major submodalities 

1. Visual 
2. Auditory 
3. Kinesthetic 
4. Olfactory 
5. Gustatory 

Using these submodalities in your story telling makes it easy for the listener  to understand the way they understand it in 

a  better way. 

Taking an example, Visual person may not be able to visualize your story unless and until you are describing the situation 

in a pictorial manner. It can be Color, Size, Shape, and Brightness. 

We have below few submodalities if used in your storytelling can make it more meaningful to the listener and achieve the 

goal behind it. 

 Visual –  
o (sight, images, spatial) Location: to the left, right, top, bottom 
o Size 
o Distance 
o Brightness 
o Color or monochrome 
o Framed (nature of frame ?) or panoramic 



  

o  2D or 3D 
o Clear or fuzzy 
o Shape: convex, concave, specific shape 
o Movement: still, photo, slideshow, video, movie, looping 
o Style: picture, painting, poster, drawing, “real life” 

 Auditory 
o (sound, voice) • Mono / stereo 
o Qualities: Volume, pitch, tempo, rhythm 
o Variations: looping, fading in and out, moving location 
o Voice: whose voice, one or many 
o Other background sounds 

 Kinesthetic 
o location, movement 
o Pressure, texture 
o Temperature 

 Olfactory 
o Smell 

 Gustatory 
o Taste 

If you have a larger audience then you have to use all modalities to get everyone involved in your story.  

Happy storytelling 

Praphulla Chaudry – NLP Practitioner, HMP Practitioner 

 

 

 

 



 

FRAMES - ECOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame is a word used in NLP to describe or define the 
boundaries around an experiment or event. We filter out 
our expectations outside of the frame of our conscious 
awareness. 

Ecological frame:  An ecological frame is primarily the 
surrounding of an individual in a particular situation or with 
respect to a problem or issue. This ecology of a being 
involves various things like family, work environment, 
community, society, etc. It comprises of a being and its 
environment on varied levels or in different forms. In other 
words it can be described as study of consequences. It 
represents the dynamic balance of the elements of any 
system. 

A person who pursues his outcome without regard to the 
impact on other systems has not taken into account an NLP 
ecology frame.  

The ecological frame takes into account the impact of an 
out come on four levels : the individual, family and friends, 

community or society and the world or planet. 

While working with the NLP models for any specific issue, if 
one takes an account of ecology, the outcome or the 
strategies do not become manipulative. It is also vital to  

 

 

 

ensure that the impact of achieving an outcome is positive. 
This frame enables an NLP coach to maintain integrity of an 
issue and helps to create a win-win situation. It is highly 
important for an NLP practitioner as he is looking at creating 
a change in the client and that too, a positive one. 

The basic questions for an ecology frame would be:  

1. How will this change or solution be over the long 
term? 

2.  Who else is affected? 

This frame provides an essential basis to work further to 
achieve the desired high quality goal or a well formed 
outcome. 

To make sure that the desired outcome is not manipulative, 
it could be ensured that one is not going to achieve 
something at the expense of someone or something else. 

 

After this ecology check one can follow a strategy that 
involves the following four steps: 

1. Think of your life with a timeline and as a whole 

 

 



 

2. Ask good questions: involving short term and long 
term effects, on whom, benefits, etc. 

3. Keep these questions alive: for further 
understandings and realizations. Read your 
questions every day 

4. Evaluation as a tool: change of questions, new 
questions, answers. 
 

A few examples could be: 

1. Buying a new bigger car: Do I really need the car, for 
status, family members, finances, 
environment(pollution). 

2. Doubling the profit of company: Consent of the 
employees, their timelines, stress, effect on their 
health, remuneration. 

3. Starting a new diet and maintaining it: Immune 
system, habits, expenses and expectations from 
family members to cook that kind of diet and 
maintain it. 

 

 

Sheetal Ghadre – German Language Specialist, NLP 
Practitioner, Hypnotist, HMP Practitioner 

 



“ALBELA” 

It was a cold winter evening. The lady was in the Military 

hospital expecting her “Hero” of the film ALBELA. Exactly at 

4.57 pm the Hero came into the world. It was a day of joy 

and happiness with the first born boy in the family. He was 

raised with great love and care. He loved his mother and 

grandmother very much. Gradually this child grew up and 

from the lap of his mother the little boy began going to 

school. All his classmates and teachers were fond of him. 

With his jolly and childish nature he became the apple of all 

eyes. He was the entertainer of his class fellows. He was 

always happy whatever may be the circumstances. There 

were no failures for him only feedbacks. He found the inner 

strength from his father and mother. 

But life was not as easy as he used to think. He was not very 

good in collecting marks. He was an average student in class 

but he is very intellectual in other deeds. From 10th to 12th 

this hero kept on passing the classes with just 56% marks. 

His Father was very annoyed and scolded him, even slapped 

at times. His father had lost all hope that his son could do 

anything for his livelihood. His father was even very sure 

that he would be dependent on him throughout his life. 

One fine day he told his father that he wanted to do an MA 

in Mathematics. The father answered don’t waste my time 

and money. You cannot do it. It is not possible for you. I 

would help you if you were interested in running a shop. 

The boy declined the offer and again asked for the money 

to do Masters in mathematics. Father said ok, but last 

chance.  

The boy began his Masters in mathematics. Ah, what a 

miracle. He failed in his first semester exam. Now it was the 

turn of the father to say I told you already that you cannot 

but you didn’t pay any attention to my words. Now I am not 

going to help you any more were the angry words of his 

father. 

One day suddenly he asked his father and said he wished to 

go to Chandigarh for some job. Hearing this the father 

laughed a lot  

and said to the mother see what your idiot son is saying 

now. In a polite manner the mother said – 

“WO TOH HAI ALBELA, HAZARRO MEI AKELA 

SADA TUMNE AEIB DEKHA, HUNER KO NAHI DEKHA” 

And at last this little boy managed to come to the big city of 

Chandigarh. 

INTERVAL 

Now it’s time for Anchors i.e chips, popcorn, cold drinks  

Ae, Ve ,Vi,Ke    

After interval it’s time for Re-Framing .The boy decided to 

design his life his own way. Everyday he used to plan his life. 

He had  made up his mind to live a life of  luxury.  

 “GHABRA TO WHO BHI GAYA THA FASLA DEKH KAR, 

PAR WO CHALTA RAHA RASTA DEKH KAR, 

MIL GAYI KHUD BA KHUD USEY MANZIL 

USKA HONSLA DEKH KAR.”   

He did petty jobs and was always uncontended. He kept on 

designing his life and waiting for a bigger kick. He used to 

take tuitions at home but did not dare to play bigger shots. 

One day an old friend Balwinder met him and said one must 

have attitude to either do or die. Then he decided now he 

was  ready to fly like the eagle.  

He opened his institute in Panchkula and began to teach 

almost all subjects. Also he carried on his study and later did 

his Ph.D in mathematics and published 13 books in math 

and management. He also did Ph.D education. With good 

intention he worked very hard and within a span of 15 years 

he created his own big empire by the name of Agarwal 

College in Panchkula. Now his father and all other relatives 

feel proud of him. The father who did not speak with him 

for 4 years is now happy and proud.  

 

Massage -  “YAAD RAKH SHAMA BUJH KAR JAL SAKTI HAI 

KISHTI PAAR TOOFAN SE HO SAKTI HAI 

MAAYOOS MAT HO IRADA MAT BADAL  

KISMAT KISI BHI WAKT BADAL SAKTI HI” 

Dr Sudhir Gupta – Educationist, NLP Practitioner 
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Abstract 

 

Neuro Linguistic Programming- an enhanced form of 'brain training' is a complex and fascinating discipline which 

possesses multifarious practical benefits for the tycoons in the corporate world. As a successful business executive, it is 

obligatory to be an exceptional communicator, so not only is your message heard clearly but people render feedback to 

your message appropriately. NLP enables the brain to automatically respond to the real-world stimuli and situations, and 

shows them to tread in the direction they want to move ahead for their desired outcome. In the current research paper, 

endeavours are made to reprogram your mind, change your patterns of thoughts and emotional behavior during your 

communication with corporate from the official world. 

Effective communication plays a vital role to foster a good working relationship between you and your staff, which can in 

turn improve morale and efficiency in the corporate environs. Success and desired outcomes in any business transaction 

is likely to be achieved through both parties listening to and understanding each other, leading to establish cordial 

relationships and business ties. Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is a body of knowledge and skills and techniques 

that explicitly deals with enhancing your mind and examines your pattern of behaviour and helps you to augment your 

self-awareness when you commune within yourself and with others. 

 The current research paper is about refining the communication process by incorporating the principles of NLP 

in the corporate hub. Communication is one of the most significant and impressive skills in business life. The research 

endeavour incorporates techniques and ideas used in NLP and explore ways of communicating that make a real 

difference and assists in accomplishing the desired results. NLP involves the study of human excellence, demonstrating 

how to communicate well and leave an indelible impression upon others. 

The NLP way of effective business communication is a brilliant technique where any two business tycoons could recount 

to anybody they were communicating with, regardless of whether they held the same or conflicting views. NLP and its 

techniques help in facilitating the language acquirers in the business world to accelerate their learning through the 

following assured tools and ideas- 

 Rapport building between two business communicators is the defining factor and in a way, one of the founding 

notions behind NLP. Rapport is the sense of ease that develops when people are interacting with others they feel 

comfortable with, and is crucial for a momentous communication to transpire. Rapport is most likely when like-minded 

people interact via their ability to enter into the realm of someone’s world, enabling them to feel understood by you, 

and to establish a strong and common bond. 

 



  

During the rapport build process, people tend to relax, as they feel that they are on the same wavelength and frequency 

as the other person and thus, helping two businessmen in establishing cordial relationships.  

 

 Mirroring is another technique wherein the corporate is asked to mirror the behaviour of those he wishes to 

influence or to be influenced by. Mirroring of posture, gestures, facial expressions and even breathing can be practised 

by the learner. Learners may be asked to mirror the behaviour of their role model and the Trainer, so as to achieve the 

desired results. 

 

 Third technique can be creating positive states and anchoring.  It is about motivation and maintaining positive 

attitudes to learning. In NLP, a positive state is developed through a mental image established by the process of 

achieving something mentally or physically, and this state is anchored by a gesture, expression or body movement which 

is repeated to uphold or recall the state.  

 

 NLP 'Flow Theory', the notion that learning is free flowing like water and that the best learning takes place when 

it is uninterrupted. Successful learning takes place when the corporate acquirer feels a sense of control over what is 

happening in the business world, do not feel self-conscious, and receive positive feedback from his colleagues and the 

Trainer.  

 

 Next is modeling good practice and mirror what others do and how they do exemplary well. In acquiring 

effective business communication, much of this is about learner training, particularly when learners discover each 

other's strategies or adopt novel study skills, for revision and examination preparation for example. 

 

 Thus, in order to excel in the business world as an outstanding business tycoon with fluent and effective 

communication skills, NLP facilitates with the best techniques to carve a niche in the corporate sector.  NLP and English 

Language Teaching (ELT) and Acquisition are complementary in the sense that NLP learns by observing communication 

patterns, and ELT learns from what NLP suggests as the best practice in improving interpersonal communication and 

learning, leading to desired outcomes for effective business communication. 
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MY NLP EXPERIENCE 

 

What really happened at the NLP workshop still remains a mystery to me. I can only speak about the moment 
which really touched my heart .I experienced sweetness on the 3rd day of NLP.It’s called simply divine .The 
feeling which began was so subtle ,beautiful ,oozing. Dr Jey was sitting on the right hand corner next to 
Ramana .Was it the orchid flowers that I brought for Dr Jey and finally placed the flowers near the photo of 
Ramana Maharshi and Osho. I was scared to offer them directly to Jey .I was hesitant to express my love as I 
am an abstract. Something was trembling inside me. 

 On the completion of NLP I felt it was an integration inside me, strength of my heart. I must say that it was a 
shift, a shift to within me. 

There came a complete sense of positivity, protection and fullness. 

My most subtle understanding is of the sound .There is sound that subtly vibrates in every design and form, 
sound before the thought. Sound of silence is the subtlest. 

I started becoming aware of why I look at some things without any intentions. It’s the sound I’m responding 
to, the shift in frequency that takes place. 

In this journey of knowing thyself, there are many wonderful gifts .It opens itself when you surrender in faith 

Beings and the sounds that I am an expression of is my inner guide. Seems like an ancient. It definitely sounds 
ancient and full of laughter  

-the fire within  

Shantala Acharya – NLP Parctitioner , Hypnotist, HMP Practitioner 

- 

 



Outcome frame 

         The meaning of everything is dependent on the 

context in which we see it. 

When we put a picture in a frame, in an art gallery, it 

changes the way people look at it. An ordinary painting is 

seen as a masterpiece.  On a lighter note, let us look at the 

following example: Marcel Duchamp caused a revolution in 

the art world in 1917 with his work “Fountain” which was 

just an ordinary porcelain urinal - but turned into a work of 

art by being placed in a display case in an art gallery. A 

survey of 500 art experts in 2004 named it the most 

influential work of art of all time. It was later returned back 

from the gallery to its original use. We can thus infer that 

the way in which we see things changes depending upon 

the external environment around it.   

WHAT DO YOU WANT ? 

This is the definitive question in NLP. 

DEFINITION:An outcome is something we want – A desired 

state, something that we don’t have in the present state. 

PRESENT STATE                                                    DESIRED 

STATE 

(Where you are)                                                           (Where 

you want to be)  

 

 

                                                Resources  

Resources - are the mental strategies, physiology, money, 

skills, emotional states, beliefs etc. 

Outcomes is different from a goal or target because we 

have carefully calculated the desired resources that makes 

it more realistic and achievable. There are four basic 

questions we need to ask ourselves on this journey : 

(1) What am I moving towards ? 

(2)  Why am I moving towards it ? Is it satisfying, makes 

me happy ? 

(3) How will I get there ? The strategy for the journey. 

(4) What if something goes wrong ? Risk management. 

There are two aspects to outcomes :  

(1) Outcome Thinking - deciding what you want in a 

given situation. 

(2) Outcome Orientation - consistently thinking in 

outcomes and having a general direction towards 

that outcome.  

Outcome Thinking Vs Problem Thinking  - The opposite of  

“ Outcome Thinking ” is “ Problem Thinking .” It focuses on 

what is wrong   

   

                           When did it start 

     

 

                           Whose fault is it  

 

 

                           Why haven’t you solved it yet 

 

and it is a cycle.  These questions focus on the past or 

present and the very act of thinking in  

these terms makes us feel bad and unresourceful. Problem 

thinking makes the problem even  

more harder to solve. 

So we can reframe the same question as : 

What was the other person’s contribution to that problem ? 

What was my contribution to the problem ? 

How did those  contributions add up to the problem ? 

These questions lead us to a more useful direction - what do 

we want instead and what are we  

going to do about it. 

9 questions we need to ask when working with outcomes. 

When we have answered these  

Questions effectively, we make our outcome more realistic, 

achievable and motivating. 

1. POSITIVE - what do you want . It is always directed 

towards something we want rather than away from 

something we wish to avoid.  

2. EVIDENCE - from time to time if I am moving in the 

right direction. 

3. SPECIFICS - where, when and with whom 



4. RESOURCES - raw material, money, contacts, role 

models, personal qualities etc. 

5. CONTROL - take charge of your dreams, how you 

want it. 

6. ECOLOGY - the  wider perspective, who else is 

affected, secondary outcomes. 

7. IDENTITY - is it in keeping with your identity. 

8. SMALLER PIECES - break it down into smaller 

pieces. 

9. ACTION PLAN - get down to action.   

For example if I have a goal in mind of buying a house, I can 

set my intention as I would like to own a place of my own 

rather than I don’t want to be staying in a rented 

apartment. I need to see from time to time whether I am 

working towards it. The specifics of the house - which 

locality,by when, independent house or an apartment etc. 

Do I have the necessary resources - I may have the money, 

but do I really have the contacts and personal qualities that 

go into selecting a house and buying it ? This area seems to 

be doubtful so I will go and reassess my goals. It is not a 

priority right now. It would be better for me to get married 

and leave the purchasing of the house to my husband.  

Sometimes no means just not yet.   

I really don’t have total control over how I am going to 

achieve this goal or how to collaborate with people to 

achieve it. It is really not in keeping with my identity as of 

now. Hence, I need to go back and assess the timing of the 

goal.  

Some outcomes are more important than others. The 

important outcomes as called by “ Joseph Conoor ” are 

HUGG s ( huge unbelievably great goals ). 

These are huge and long term ( 5 - 30 yrs ). 

- Connect with your identity 

- You feel strongly about them 

- At first they seem impossible but with time, they 

manifest more and more. 

- Sometimes they magically fall into place. 

Examples of these are:  To become a famous actor,  

Start your own successful company   

BELIEFS & OUTCOMES 

We need to believe three things about our outcomes to 

achieve them .  

It is called as the PAW process. 

Possibility 

Ability  

Worthiness  

So for each goal , say:  

(1) It is possible for me to achieve this goal 

(2) I have the ability to achieve this goal 

(3) I deserve to achieve this goal 

Conclusion : 

 

 in conclusion we can say that there are three keys which 

can unlock the door to our  

dreams.  They are: 

1. It is possible 

2. I can do it 

3. I deserve it. 

 

Dr Pavitra – MDS – Professor, NLP Practtioner, HMP 

Practitioner 

  



NLP CHANGED THE WAY 

We often hear statement such as ‘don’t be judgmental’; we 
are advised not to judge other people and their actions. But 
the mind keeps doing it. Within a few seconds of meeting 
someone the mind process of judgement starts. At one 
point of time I found that I am being too judgmental and 
trying to impress everyone around but did not realize for 
what. There was so much confusion within me.  This was 
the time I received a message from a school friend of mine 
on NLP.. on which  had vaguely heard about . I asked her 
does it help me in transforming myself. She said experience 
to believe it. This is how my journey into NLP started.  

Being a teacher by profession, I am always passionate on 
giving something new to my students. I always try to find 
something new to teach them irrespective of their choice as 
I feel they should have it.  At home some teacher-behaviour 
continued. This is much disliked by family. My journey into 
NLP was to correct myself both professionally and 
personally. I was looking for a magic bullet which goes into 
me and find ways to keep both profession and family happy. 
But this quest did not stop me from daily routine. The 
question needed an answer. 

I kept drawing from outside, for what was happening to me 
inside.  Consciously or unconsciously I was reacting with my 
judgements from experience- mine or others’. NLP showed 
me to magnetize what I seek and what I want to see. I 
realized I kept thinking of the problem instead of thinking of 
opportunities. My judgmental mind was always wandering 
without finding a parking space. NLP taught me to visualize 
not just what I am but what I want to be and will be. NLP to 
me is both faith and science- my friend and the facilitator 
are guru to the divine path.  

Jey showed me the way – that what I want is already 
waiting for me but I need to magnatise it into my life. But 
the path is not easy. So he also showed me the way to work 
towards it. NLP through Jey gave me belief that everything 
about my life is about to change for better. In the first step I 
understood each individual is different in their own way. My 
reaction to them was only my action.  

The sensory acuity- kinesthetic, auditory and visual has 
become a part of daily activities.  As my journey to NLP was 
for self-development, I cannot exactly point out where, 
when and how it helps me but I experience in many ways.. I 
used to get frustrated at someone dumping too  much work 
on  me .After the training I realised two things – the weight 
of the dump is because I allowed them to take me for 
granted or I have not understood  the way it had to be 
done. I feared to say ‘NO’ at many times but now I am clear 
what I can do and cant. I am not judging others but judging 
myself. I discovered it was my thinking, my mindset that  

 

prevented me from achieving the success at my work and 
home. A bunch of techniques taught at NLP could be 
adopted to suit my needs. Each technique is unique in 
application. 

NLP has changed my thinking. Meta model has been a great 
help. Being judgmental, I took criticism at heart and wasted 
time on it.  An activity on building self-confidence and for 
responding to critics has helped me take right action on 
what is said. The cause effect of meta model has been 
always on  mind.  

At home I always woke up my son by calling out to him 
loudly and raise my voice to make it more heard.  As a result 
both of us would have a bad start for the day. NLP taught 
me kinesthetic approach, now I go to him pat on his back, 
give a gentle touch on his head and kiss him on his 
forehead. He wakes up in no time and both of us are at 
peace. Our day begins on good mood. 

At work I am able to use visual attributes to understand 
students reaction to the lectures delivered and respond  
accordingly to make it more interesting. NLP is now a part 
of my learning process. I am yet to experience more of  it in 
days to come and I believe with my consistent, directed and 
self-motivated effort  

Chandhana- Lecturer – Maharani College, Bengaluru, NLP 
Parctitioner 

 

  



 

followed by guidance of facilitator I will make 

my life a happy journey. I have given only few 

of my experiences. More to be shared in future. 

On the whole NLP has made my life at peace. 

 

 

  

 

 I am indebted to God, the almighty with whose blessings, I have been able to become aware about myself by 
learning NLP.   No amount of wordss can adequately express the debt I owe to Dr. C. J. Jeyachander, Master Trainer-
NFNLP, Certified Trainer-ABNLP/INLPTA, and Certified Clinical Hynotherapist  & Trainer. I am deeply indebted to him for 
his guidance throughout the learning process of NLP Basic Practitioner.  
 
After learning NLP techniques and models I have achieved my well-formed outcome. I applied Meta model on my self 
and I found number of resources with me. I became capable of  breaking negative thought process, by practicing “Eye 
Cues”. When I feel Negative … .i just look right side up and visualize bright future….. 
 
Furthermore, I am receiving wonderful feedback from my clients. I mended one broken hear. In this session I have seen 
tremendous change in the client. just after one session.   So, NLP is  advance technology to modify behaviour instantly. 
  
Dr. Harjinder Kaur - (Ph.D Psychology, NLP Basic Practitioner) - M: 095928-22040  
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Upcoming Events 

NLP – Basic & Master Practitioner Certification 

 NLP Basic Practitioner –  4-8 April, Bengaluru | Pune TBA|June Punjab| 2017 

NLP Basic Practitioner – July – BANGALORE |  2018 

APC Coach Certification – ASCTH | Towards ACC from ICF  

March  – May | Bengaluru | 2018 

DIPLOMA – Clinical Hypnotherapy 

C.Ht Level 2 – 9,10,11 March Bengaluru | C.Ht Level 2 – TBA, C.Ht Level 3 – May 2018| 

Pune - TBA 

DIPLOMA – Past Life Regression Therapy 

Level 1 Spiritual Past Life Regression Therapy –29,30,31 March & 1 April 2018 | Bengaluru 

| TBA Pune 

Level 1 Spiritual Past Life Regression Therapy – TBA 2018| TBA - Pune 

HMP – Hypno Mind Power 

HMP Level 1 & 2 – 24&25 February l Bengaluru | 2018 

OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU… 

If you are a NLP Practitioner, Master 
Practitioner, Trainer or you have 
done/doing lot of work in the field of 
mind and most importantly in the 
application part, then you are RIGHT 
here to make your work spread 
everywhere and get recognized. 

We welcome contributors for our 
monthly news letter. 

Write to us now.. 

info@basixinc.org 

BASIX – NLP INDIA TODAY 
 Issue 01-04 | Vol 2 | 12  Month 
– 4 issues January to 
December| Year 2018 

 

422, 7th Main A Block,Milk Colony, 
17th Cross, Malleswaram West, 

Bangalore – 560055 
 

08023473715, 65732268,9886420936 
info@basixinc.org 

 
www.basixinc.org 

www.jeyachander.wix.com/basixnlpindia 
 

Reference Books: 
 
Frogs to Princess – Dr Richard Bandler & John 
Grinder 
NLP Workbook – Joseph O Corner 
Frames of Mind 
NLP Basic Practitioner Manual – C.J.Jeyachander 
NLP Master Prac Manual – C.J.Jeyachander 
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